Teen Driver Safety Week Campaign Social Media Posts

DHSMV offers many resources, including social media graphics to use with the posts below, on the Teen Driver Safety campaign page at www.flhsmv.gov/WeArriveAlive. There is a post and graphic for every day of the Teen Driver Safety Week campaign. Please remember to use the campaign hashtag #WeArriveAlive when posting.

1. Not buckling up will cost you. The driver will get the ticket for minors in the car not buckled up. Teens, tell your friends: I’m not getting pulled over for someone not wearing their seat belt. #BuckleUp #WeArriveAlive
   Post with ‘teensafety-social1’ graphic

2. Be empowered. Repeat after me: The car doesn’t start until everyone is buckled up. #BuckleUp #WeArriveAlive
   Post with ‘teensafety-social2’ graphic

3. It just makes sense. Share the message: #BuckleUp every trip, every time. #WeArriveAlive
   Post with ‘teensafety-social3’ graphic

4. The few seconds it takes to buckle up can save a life. #BuckleUp #WeArriveAlive
   Post with ‘teensafety-social4’ graphic

5. Without a seat belt, the chances of dying in a crash DOUBLE. Make sure the teens you know share the message with their friends: In my car, we #BuckleUp. #WeArriveAlive
   Post with ‘teensafety-social5’ graphic

6. Teens, if you’re driving, don’t be afraid to speak up. Tell your friends: No more lame excuses. #BuckleUp #WeArriveAlive
   Post with ‘teensafety-social6’ graphic

7. Teach your teens the importance of buckling up. #BuckleUp today, see you tomorrow. #WeArriveAlive
   Post with ‘teensafety-social7’ graphic

#WeArriveAlive